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Abstract: The procedure of direct displacement-based design (DBD), presented in the SEAC Blue Book, was modified to evaluate the seismic performance of existing structures. Then an optimum number of velocity-dependent supplemental dampers, such as viscous and viscoelastic dampers, required to reduce the seismic response of existing structures to a given performance limit state was evaluated. The proposed method was applied to seismic performance evaluation and performance-based seismic retrofit of ten- and 20-story steel frames, and the final design was verified by time history analyses using artificial earthquake records generated based on the design spectrum. According to the analysis results, the performance points evaluated by the proposed method match well with those computed by time-history analyses, and the maximum displacements of the model structures retrofitted by the supplemental dampers corresponded well to the given target values.
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Introduction

The energy dissipation devices are known to directly increase the seismic energy dissipation capability of structures (Soong and Dargush 1997). Specifically the velocity-dependent supplemental dampers, such as viscous dampers (VDs) and viscoelastic dampers (VEDs), are highly effective in the velocity sensitive region of a response spectrum, in which maximum acceleration of a structure decreases significantly as the damping in the structure increases.

For seismic retrofit of an existing structure using supplemental dampers in accordance with the philosophy of the performance-based seismic design (PBSD), the appropriate size and location of supplemental dampers need to be determined so that the performance objectives are satisfied. A traditional procedure of determining the size and location of supplemental energy dissipating devices starts from selection of trial values based on the engineer’s expertise. Then dynamic or static analysis is performed to check whether the given performance objective is satisfied. For this purpose ATC-40 (ATC 1996) and FEMA-273 (FEMA 1997a, later developed into FEMA-356) provide nonlinear static analysis procedures incorporating energy dissipation devices. If the analysis result is not satisfactory, the structure is analyzed again after changing the amount or location of the added dampers. This trial-and-error process is repeated until the optimum number of supplemental dampers to satisfy the given performance acceptance criteria is finally reached. However this general practice of carrying out a series of trial and error processes can be quite a laborious task unless the engineer has plenty of experience in seismic design using supplemental damping devices.

According to Sullivan et al. (2003), who evaluated the performance of eight different displacement-based seismic design procedures, most of the displacement-based design methods currently available successfully maintained the target design parameters even though significant variation in design strength existed. Recently the performance-based seismic design procedure has been applied to designing passive energy-dissipation devices: Kim et al. (2003) utilized the capacity spectrum method for seismic retrofit of existing structures using viscous dampers. Kim and Seo (2004) applied the direct placement-based design procedure to design a structure with buckling-restrained braces. Lin et al. (2003) presented a displacement-based design method for new buildings with various passive devices. All of the above-mentioned studies verified the applicability of the proposed procedures by carrying out dynamic time-history analyses, and concluded that the nonlinear static procedures can be effective tools for seismic design of structures with passive energy dissipation devices.

In this study a nonlinear static analysis procedure of a structure is proposed using the displacement response spectrum and the capacity curve of the structure. The proposed procedure has similarity in concept with the capacity spectrum method presented in ATC-40, except that a displacement spectrum is used instead of an acceleration-displacement response spectrum. Then a procedure for evaluating the required amount of supplemental damping for seismic retrofit of existing structures is proposed utilizing the same displacement spectrum and the capacity curve used in the performance evaluation stage. Instead of relying on a trial and error process, the proposed method evaluates systematically the amount of supplemental dampers needed for the structure to satisfy the given performance objective. The proposed procedures for performance evaluation of structures and seismic design of
supplemental dampers are applied to ten- and 20-story steel structures, and the validity of the proposed methods are checked by nonlinear dynamic time-history analyses using artificial earthquake records generated based on the design spectrum.

Modeling of Supplemental Dampers

For analysis of structures with supplemental dampers various mathematical modeling techniques have been developed. Various models with increased complexity are reviewed in Reinhorn et al. (1995) for viscous dampers. Constantinou and Symans (1993) showed that the Maxwell model is adequate to capture the frequency dependence of the viscous dampers. It is also shown that, below a cutoff frequency of approximately 4 Hz, the model can be further simplified into a purely viscous dashpot model. It is stated in FEMA-274 (FEMA 1997b) that the damping force of a viscous damper can be modeled to be proportional to the velocity with a constant exponent ranging between 0.5 and 2.0. In preliminary analysis and design stages the velocity exponent of 1.0 is recommended for simplicity. In this study, based on those references, the behavior of viscous dampers is modeled by a linear dashpot.

A typical viscoelastic damper consists of thin layers of viscoelastic material bonded between steel plates. In practice the dynamic behavior of viscoelastic dampers is generally represented by a linear spring-damper idealization the dynamic system matrices of the structure with added viscoelastic dampers can be constructed by superposing the damper properties to the stiffness and damping matrices of the structure. Fig. 1 represents the mathematical models of viscous and viscoelastic dampers employed in this study.

Performance Evaluation Using Displacement Spectrum and Capacity Curve

The direct displacement-based design (DBD), which focuses on displacement as the key design parameter, is considered to be an effective method for implementing performance-based seismic design utilizing deformation capacity and ductile detailing standards. In this study the general procedure of the DBD documented in the SEAOC Blue Book (SEAOC 1999) is applied in reverse order for evaluation of seismic performance of an existing structure. In principle the proposed analysis procedures are similar to the capacity spectrum method (CSM) (ATC 1996; FEMA 1997b; Freeman 1998) in that performance point is determined as a location where the displacement demand of the earthquake becomes equal to the plastic deformation capacity of the structure.

Step by Step Procedure

1. Obtain base shear versus roof-story displacement capacity of a structure from pushover analysis.
2. Approximate the capacity curve by bilinear lines based on equal energy concept (area \( A_1 = \text{area } A_2 \)), and determine the quantities such as effective elastic stiffness, \( K_e \), elastic natural period, \( T_e \), base shear at yield, \( V_y \), yield displacement, \( \Delta_y \), and postyield stiffness ratio, \( \alpha \) (see Fig. 2).
3. Transform the roof-story displacement coordinate into pseudosdisplacement coordinate, \( S_{dm} \), using the following relation:

\[
S_{dm} = \frac{\Delta_R}{\Gamma \phi_R}
\]

where \( \Delta_R \) = roof displacement, and \( \Gamma \) and \( \phi_R \) = modal participation factor and the roof story component of the fundamental mode, respectively. This process corresponds to the transformation of the structure into an equivalent single degree of freedom (SDOF) structure.
4. Assume the first trial value for the maximum displacement, \( S_{dm} \), of the equivalent structure, and determine the ductility factor, \( \mu = S_{dim}/S_{dy} \). The equivalent damping ratio, \( \xi_{eq} \), can be obtained as:

\[
\xi_{eq} = \frac{2}{\pi} \arctan\left(\frac{\omega_{nf}}{\omega_{ny}}\right)
\]

where \( \omega_{nf} \) and \( \omega_{ny} \) are respectively the natural frequency and the fundamental mode frequency of the structure.
\[ \xi_{eq} = \frac{2(\mu - 1)(1 - \alpha)}{\pi \mu (1 + \alpha \mu - \alpha)} \]  

Then the effective damping for the structure can be obtained as the sum of the equivalent damping and the inherent damping of the structure

\[ \xi_{eff} = \xi_{eq} + \xi_i \]  

where \( \xi_i \) = inherent damping, for which 5\% of critical damping is generally utilized. Also the effective period, \( T_{eff} \), corresponding to the maximum displacement can be obtained as

\[ T_{eff} = T_e \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{1 + \alpha \mu - \alpha}} \]  

where \( T_e \) = fundamental period of the structure.

5. Construct the displacement response spectrum for design earthquake using the effective damping obtained in the previous step, and read from the spectrum the next trial value for the maximum displacement \( S_{dm} \) corresponding to the effective period \( T_{eff} \).

6. Repeat the process from Step 4 using the maximum displacement computed in the above step. Once the maximum displacement \( S_{dm} \) converges, then convert it into the maximum roof displacement using Eq. (2).

7. Carry out pushover analysis until the roof displacement reaches the maximum value computed above to estimate the maximum interstory drifts.

**Graphical Procedure**

1. Step 1–2. The same as those of the step by step procedure.
3. Step 4. For a series of ductility ratios, obtain maximum displacements \( S_{dm} = \mu \times S_{dy} \), effective periods \( T_{eff}(\mu) \) [Eq. (5)], and effective damping ratios \( \xi_{eff}(\mu) \) [Eq. (3) and (4)].
4. Step 5. Find the point at which the effective damping ratio corresponding to a ductility ratio, obtained in Step 4, is equal to the equivalent damping ratio of a displacement spectrum crossing the point \( \{T_{eff}(\mu), S_{dy}(\mu)\} \).
5. Step 6. Convert the maximum displacement computed in the above step into the maximum roof displacement, and carry out pushover analysis until the roof displacement reaches the maximum value computed above to estimate the maximum interstory drifts.

**Design Procedure for Supplemental Dampers**

If the maximum story drift of a structure subjected to a code-specified earthquake load exceeds the desired performance level, the structure needs to be retrofitted. Among the various methods for seismic retrofit, this study focuses on increasing damping to decrease earthquake-induced structural responses. To this end, a procedure for estimating the amount of supplemental damping required to satisfy the given performance objective is proposed. The basic idea is to compute the required damping from the difference between the total effective damping needed to meet the target displacement and the equivalent damping provided by the structure at the target displacement.

The damping ratio of the displacement response spectrum that intersects the point of the target displacement, \( S_{dm} \), on the displacement ordinate (vertical axis) and the effective period, \( T_{eff} \), on the period ordinate (horizontal axis) corresponds to the total effective damping, \( \xi_{eff} \), for the structure to retain to meet the performance objective. For structures with supplemental dampers, the total effective damping is composed of the three components: inherent viscous damping, \( \xi_i \), equivalent damping of the structure contributed from inelastic deformation of the structural members, \( \xi_{eq} \), and the damping required to be added by the dampers, \( \xi_d \).

The equivalent damping of the structure is obtained from the following equations (FEMA 1997b):

\[ \xi_{eq} = \frac{1}{4\pi} \frac{E_{DS}}{E_s} = \frac{V_s S_{dy} - S_{dy} V_t}{\pi V_t S_{dy}} \]  

for VD \hspace{1cm} \text{(6a)}

\[ = \frac{V_s S_{dy} - S_{dy} V_t}{\pi V_t S_{dy}} \]  

for VED \hspace{1cm} \text{(6b)}

where \( V_s = V_t + K_s S_{dy} \), \( V_t = V_t + K_s S_{dy} \), and \( E_s \) and \( E_{DS} \) = stored potential energy in the structure and the energy dissipated by hysteretic behavior of the structural members in the retrofitted structure, respectively.

Tsopelas et al. (1997) provides the contribution of the added damping to the total effective damping as \( (\xi_d \times T_{eff}) / T_e \) where \( \xi_d \) is the supplemental damping ratio. Then the required supplemental damping can be computed from the following equation:

\[ \xi_d = \frac{(\xi_{eff} - \xi_{eq} - \xi_i) T_e}{T_{eff}} \]  

where the total effective damping and the equivalent damping can be obtained from the displacement response spectrum and from Eq. (6), respectively.

**Story-wise Distribution of Dampers**

In multistory structures the supplemental damping computed in the equivalent SDOF system using Eq. (7) should be distributed throughout the stories of the original structure in such a way that the damping ratio for the fundamental vibrational mode becomes the required supplemental damping, \( \xi_d \). For this purpose the
expression for equivalent damping, Eq. (6), is used again, except that the energy dissipated by the dampers, $E_{DV}$, is used in the numerator instead of $E_{DS}$

$$\xi_{eq} = \frac{1}{4\pi} \frac{E_{DV}}{E_{S}}$$ (8)

If the dampers are placed as diagonal members with the inclination $\theta$, then the energy dissipated by the dampers can be expressed as follows (FEMA 1997b):

$$E_{DV} = 2\pi^2 \sum_{i=1}^{N} C_{di} \cos^2 \theta_i (\Delta_i - \Delta_{i-1})^2$$ (9)

where $T_{eff,d}$=secant period of the retrofitted structure; $C_{di}$ and $\Delta_i$=damping coefficient and the maximum lateral displacement of the $i$th story, respectively; and $N$=number of stories. The potential energy stored in the multistory structure can be expressed as follows:

$$E_{S} = \frac{2\pi^2}{T_{eff,d}} \sum_{i=1}^{N} m_i \Delta_i^2$$ (10)

$$T_{eff,d} = 2\pi \sqrt{\frac{M'S_{di}}{V_{y}(1 + \alpha \mu - \alpha)}} \quad \text{for VD} \quad (11a)$$

In Eq. (12) the left-hand side of the equation, $\xi_d$, is obtained from Eq. (7) in the equivalent SDOF system. For VD the damping coefficient of the damper in the $i$th story, $C_{di}$, can be determined in Eq. (12), whereas for VED both $C_{di}$ and $K_{di}$ are the variables that should be determined. This can be done by using the relation $K_d = \frac{(G^1/G^2)\alpha C_d}$ obtained from Eq. (1). The simplest case is to assume that the dampers in all stories have the same capacity, and the damping coefficient in this case can be obtained from Eq. (12) as

$$\xi_d = \frac{1}{4\pi} \frac{T_{eff,d} \sum_{i=1}^{N} C_{di} \cos^2 \theta_i (\Delta_i - \Delta_{i-1})^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} m_i \Delta_i^2}$$ (12)

where $M'$=effective modal mass and $m_i$=mass of the $i$th story. By substituting Eqs. (9) and (10) into Eq. (8), the damping ratio contributed from the dampers can be expressed as

$$\xi_{eq} = \frac{1}{4\pi} \frac{E_{DV}}{E_{S}}$$ (8)

$T_{eff,d} = 2\pi \sqrt{\frac{M'S_{di}}{V_{y}(1 + \alpha \mu - \alpha)}} \quad \text{for VED} \quad (11b)$

Fig. 4. Design and response spectra of input seismic loads ($C_a=0.44, C_c=0.74$)
\[ C_d = \frac{4\pi^2 \sum_{i=1}^{N} m_i \Delta_i^2}{T_{eff,d}^2 \sum_{i=1}^{N} \cos^2 \theta_i (\Delta_i - \Delta_{i-1})^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

In this stage, however, the maximum story displacements, except for the top-story displacement given as performance limit state, are unknown. Therefore the configuration for lateral story drifts \( \Delta_i \) needs to be assumed in Eq. (12) and (13). A simple case is to assume that the maximum story drifts are proportional to the fundamental mode shape or to the pushover curve. The story-wise distribution pattern for the dampers also needs to be assumed.

For viscous dampers the design process ends here; however for dampers with stiffness, such as viscoelastic or hysteretic dampers, iteration is required because the added dampers increase system stiffness. In that case the capacity curve of the system needs to be redrawn considering added dampers and the process is repeated until convergence.

**Summary of Design Procedure**

The proposed procedure to design supplemental dampers for performance-based seismic retrofit of existing structures can be summarized in the following steps:

1. Carry out eigenvalue analysis of the structure to obtain natural periods and mode shapes. Using the mode shapes, perform pushover analysis to obtain top story versus base shear curve, and transform the pushover curve into a capacity curve using Eq. (2). Idealize the curve into a bilinear shape and read the yield displacement, \( S_{dy} \).

2. Decide a desired target roof displacement, and transform it into the target value in the equivalent SDOF system, \( S_{dt} \). Obtain ductility ratio, \( \mu S_{dt}/S_{dy} \), the effective period, \( T_{eff} \), and the equivalent damping \( c_{eq} \) at the target displacement.

3. Find out the effective damping ratio corresponding to the displacement response spectrum that crosses the point of the target displacement and the effective period. This corresponds to the total demand on damping imposed by the earthquake. It would be more convenient to start the procedure with response spectra with various damping ratios.

4. Compute the required damping for supplemental dampers from Eq. (7).

5. The required damping is distributed throughout the stories using Eq. (12). The size of dampers in each story is designed based on the required damping allocated to the story.

6. For structures retrofitted with VED, carry out eigenvalue analysis and redraw the capacity curve of the structure using
7. Check whether the structural members, especially columns, can resist the additional axial and shear forces imposed by dampers. If necessary, structural members are reinforced.

Application to Multistory Structures

Model Structures and Earthquake Loads

For verification of the proposed method, ten- and 20-story steel rigid frames designed in accordance with the Korean design code for gravity and wind loads are prepared. For gravity load uniform dead load of 5.30 kPa and live load of 2.45 kPa are applied throughout the stories. Basic wind speed of 35 m/s is used for lateral static wind load. The yield stress of the structural steel is 235 and 323 MPa for beams and columns, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the ten-story structure with supplemental dampers. The 20-story structure has the same bay width and story height. The sectional dimensions and the dynamic modal characteristics of the model structures can be found in Kim et al. (2003).

Elastic design response spectra, shown in Fig. 4, are constructed in accordance with the Korean seismic design guidelines (EESK 1997) for earthquakes with a recurrence period of 2,400 years on soil profile type S (weak soil). Based on the design spectrum, three artificial time history records are generated using the program SIMQKE (Vanmarcke and Gasparini 1976) for verification of the static procedure by carrying out nonlinear dynamic time-history analyses. The response spectra constructed from the time-history records are also plotted in Fig. 4, where it can be observed that the response spectra match the design spectrum very well.

Performance Evaluation

The seismic performances of the model structures for given seismic load are evaluated by the nonlinear static analysis procedure proposed previously. It is assumed that the structural members show a bilinear force-deformation relationship with the postyield stiffness of 3% of the initial stiffness, and that the plastic hinges form as point hinges. Pushover analysis is carried out using the program code Drain-2D+ (Tsai and Li 1997) with static story forces proportional to the equivalent mode shape (Valles et al.1996) computed using the following equation:

\[ F_i = \frac{m_i \ddot{\phi}_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} m_i \ddot{\phi}_i} V \quad (14a) \]

Table 2. Structural Responses Obtained from Static and Dynamic Analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Artificial earthquake records</th>
<th>Equivalent SDOF system displacement (cm)</th>
<th>MDOF system</th>
<th>Effective damping (%)</th>
<th>Time history analysis result displacement (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Displacement (cm)</td>
<td>Base shear (kN)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 story</td>
<td>EQ-1</td>
<td>17.69</td>
<td>24.57</td>
<td>625.0</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EQ-2</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>24.31</td>
<td>624.1</td>
<td>26.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EQ-3</td>
<td>17.90</td>
<td>24.86</td>
<td>626.0</td>
<td>26.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ-1</td>
<td></td>
<td>42.95</td>
<td>62.19</td>
<td>739.7</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ-2</td>
<td></td>
<td>42.19</td>
<td>61.10</td>
<td>738.5</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ-3</td>
<td></td>
<td>36.66</td>
<td>53.08</td>
<td>729.8</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Maximum interstory drifts of model structures
Table 3. Estimation of Required Damping in Ten-Story Structure Subjected to EQ-1 Earthquake

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target displacement (cm)</th>
<th>$\xi_{(i)}$ (%)</th>
<th>$T_{(i)}$ (s)</th>
<th>$T_e$ (s)</th>
<th>$\xi_{d}$ (%)</th>
<th>$C_d$ (kN s/cm)</th>
<th>$K_d$ (kN/cm)</th>
<th>Difference (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>1.877</td>
<td>1.642</td>
<td>12.76</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>14.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>1.626</td>
<td>1.466</td>
<td>12.19</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>17.05</td>
<td>−15.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>1.587</td>
<td>1.437</td>
<td>11.99</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>17.44</td>
<td>−2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>1.582</td>
<td>1.433</td>
<td>11.97</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>−0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimation of Required Supplemental Damping

The amount of the supplemental damping required to limit the maximum displacement within the target displacement is obtained following the proposed procedure. The target interstory drift is set to be 0.5% of the story height, which corresponds to the “functional” limit state recommended in the SEAOC Blue Book (SEAOC 1999). This results in the target roof displacement of 20 and 40 cm for the ten- and 20-story structures, respectively. It can be noticed in Fig. 7 that story drifts of more than half of the stories exceed the target interstory drift. Table 3 presents the procedure for evaluation of damping for VD and VED required for the ten-story structure to satisfy the given performance limit state. $C_d$ and $K_d$ are the damping coefficient and the stiffness of VED in the equivalent SDOF system. The target roof displacement of the ten-story structure, which is 20 cm, is transformed to 14.4 cm in the equivalent SDOF system. The amount of relevant damping for VD and VED are presented in Tables 4(a) and (b), respectively. From the results it can be observed that the required damping for VED is smaller than that for VD, which is due to the inherent stiffness of VED.

Distribution of Supplemental Dampers

The required amount of supplemental damping evaluated for the equivalent SDOF system needs to be properly distributed throughout the stories of the original structure. In this study Eq. (13) is used for story-wise distribution of supplemental dampers, and the following four cases are investigated. The story drift $\Delta_i$ is obtained from the pushover curve:

Table 4. Required Damping of Different Earthquake Loads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of stories</th>
<th>Artificial earthquake records</th>
<th>$T_e$ (s)</th>
<th>$T_{eff}$ (s)</th>
<th>$\xi_{eff}$ (%)</th>
<th>$\xi_{d}$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>EQ-1</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EQ-2</td>
<td>1.642</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EQ-3</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EQ-1</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>EQ-2</td>
<td>3.362</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EQ-3</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EQ-1</td>
<td>1.433</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EQ-2</td>
<td>1.495</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EQ-3</td>
<td>1.453</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EQ-1</td>
<td>2.679</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EQ-2</td>
<td>2.856</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EQ-3</td>
<td>2.805</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Case 1: Dampers are uniformly distributed in all stories (i.e., $C_a$ is constant in all stories).

2. Case 2: Damper size in the $j$th story is proportional to the story displacements accumulated from the top story to the $j$th story ($\sum_{i=1}^{N} \Delta_i / \sum_{i=1}^{N} \Delta_i$).

3. Case 3: Damper size in each story is proportional to the interstory drifts.

4. Case 4: The same with the Case 3 except that dampers are installed only in lower stories where interstory drifts exceed the target drift.

The story-wise distribution patterns are illustrated graphically in Fig. 8. Table 5 presents the ratios of the maximum top-story displacements of the model structures with added dampers and the given target displacements. Also shown are the total damping coefficients of the dampers distributed in accordance with the methods mentioned above. According to the analysis results the structures retrofitted with both dampers generally satisfy the given performance limit state. The correspondence between the target and the maximum displacement is better in the structure installed with viscous dampers. The discrepancy is largest in the 20-story structure retrofitted with VED, where the maximum displacements exceed the target by as much as 23%.

It can be noticed that the total amount of added damping required to meet the same target displacement varies depending on the distribution pattern for added dampers; Table 5 shows that the sums of damping coefficients in the Case 2 story-wise damper distribution are 16 and 24% smaller than those in the Case 1 distribution for the ten- and the 20-story structures, respectively, and that those in Case 3 are 24 and 31% smaller for the ten-story and the 20-story structures, respectively, while the maximum displacements increase only by 1–7%. It can be observed in Fig. 7 that in approximately the upper third of the stories, the interstory drifts are less than 0.5% of the story height. Therefore it would be more economical to install supplemental dampers in lower stories with large interstory drift (Case 4). For the ten-story structure subjected to the EQ-1 earthquake, the total damping coefficient results in 147.9 kN s/cm, which corresponds to only 67% of the Case 1 distribution, while the maximum displacement increases only 1.2% compared with Case 1 distribution. Similar results can be observed in the 20-story structure and for other earthquake loads.

**Iteration of Design Process**

When a structure is retrofitted with VED, the static and dynamic characteristics change mostly due to the added stiffness. However in the mode shapes and the capacity curve used in the initial design process, this change is not reflected. This results in the relatively large discrepancy between the maximum displacement and the target value of the structure with VED, especially in the 20-story structure. Therefore the accuracy of the proposed method would be enhanced if another eigenvalue analysis and pushover analysis are carried out with the structure installed with VED and the whole design procedure is repeated with the newly obtained mode shapes and dynamic characteristics. Fig. 9 plots the pushover curve and Table 6 presents the modal characteristics of the 20-story structure before and after it is retrofitted with VED following the Case 4 distribution pattern. This example is chosen because it shows the largest discrepancy between the maximum and the target displacements. It can be observed that after the VEDs are installed, the elastic period decreases and the ultimate strength and both the elastic and postelastic stiffness increase as a
The result of the added stiffness. The modal participation factor and the effective mass are not varied significantly. It is also shown that the maximum displacement of the structure decreases from 49.24 to 42.57 cm, which is much closer to the target displacement of 40 cm, when the design process of VED is applied again using the new mode shape and the new capacity curve.

**Examination of Member Forces Induced by Dampers**

Fig. 10 shows the change in story shear of the ten-story structure subjected to the EQ-1 earthquake before and after it is retrofitted by supplemental dampers. The base shear of the structure retrofitted with viscous dampers increased only 3–8%. In the case of the structure retrofitted by VED, however, the base shear increased 14–15% depending on the story-wise damper distribution patterns. The increase in the base shear results mainly from the input seismic energy magnified by the increased stiffness. Fig. 11 depicts the change in the axial force of the interior columns due to the installation of the dampers. It can be observed that the installation of the supplemental dampers significantly increases the axial force of the interior columns, where dampers are connected.
It is interesting to note that the axial force of the columns connected to viscous dampers also increases even though the story shear forces do not change significantly. This can be explained by the fact that the axial force of the exterior columns, where the dampers are not connected, rather decreases after the dampers are installed. This implies that when dampers are installed the member forces are redistributed, and therefore it would be necessary to check if the structural members, especially columns and footings, can resist the additional member forces. If it turns out that the members are not strong enough to sustain the additional member forces, the members should be properly reinforced before the dampers are installed.

### Conclusion

In this study a nonlinear static procedure for seismic performance evaluation of structures was developed using the displacement response spectrum and the capacity curve. Then a procedure for determining the amount of velocity-dependent energy dissipation devices required to meet a given target displacement was proposed. The performance of the model structures retrofitted by the proposed method was evaluated by nonlinear time-history analysis to determine whether the given performance objective was satisfied.
The analysis results confirmed that both the step-by-step method and the graphical method produced the same performance points, and that the nonlinear static analysis results were compatible with those from time-history analyses. It is also shown that the maximum displacements of the model structures retrofitted by supplemental dampers were close to the given target displacement. Among the story-wise distribution patterns for dampers, the distribution of dampers only in the lower two thirds of stories proportional to the interstory drift turned out to be the most effective.

The analysis results verified that the proposed method could be a potential tool for simplified nonlinear static analysis of structures and for performance-based retrofit of existing structures using velocity-dependent supplemental dampers. However it should be mentioned that the proposed process inherits the generic limitations of the nonlinear static analysis procedure. FEMA-356 (FEMA 2000) recommends that the nonlinear static procedure should not be used for structures in which higher mode effects are significant. Further discussion on this issue can be found in Krawinkler (1995) and Fajfar (2000).
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